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Name: G95 LED Vanity Bulb 

Model:/ 

LED QTY:  / 

Size: D:95mm, H:135mm 

Weight: 95g 

Certificate:CE,RoHS,FCC 

Specification 
Actual Power 15W Size D:95mm, H:135mm 

Lumens 1521 Output Current / 
Output Voltage / LED Quantity / 

Lifespan 30,000 Hours Commercial Type G95 
Working Frequency / CCT warm light 3000K, cold light 6000K 

Weight 95g Coverage area / 
Outer Carton Size / Material high-quality PC 

Description： 
G95 LED vanity Bulb is used in a variety of applications in which a ball shaped light source is required for decorative and 
vanity fixtures like for example ceiling fans, bathroom vanities, accent fixtures, restaurant pendant lights, ornamental lights, 
commercial light strings, decorative light strands, RV interior lighting, and boat cabin lighting. Globe shape bulbs emit light 
in all directions for full illumination. G95 LED vanity Bulb can be placed in light fixtures either on the ceiling or on the walls 
to deliver background illumination. Because LED lights feature instant brightness and high light levels they are ideally fitted 
to this purpose, including in larger rooms. Globe shape LED lights can also be used in bedside lamps and standard lamps for 
accent lighting, which produces more appealing effects than ambient lighting. They can also be employed in reading lamps 
directed in a selected area for focused light. This type of lighting is referred to as task lighting. 
Lighting is one of those commonly overlooked aspects in interior lighting. Globe-style light bulbs are designed to accentuate 
all of your decorative fixtures throughout your home, making them look and feel extraordinary. This 15 Watt, G95 globe 
features a E27 medium screw base, produces a crisp white light at 1521 lumens, and can fit right into your living room or into 
the most cutting edge, state of the art, lighting design project. Its frosted PC finish helps to smoothly distribute light and 
deliver a softened, glare-free output. Excellent color consistency and high color rendering (CRI). Shatter, shock and vibration 
resistant. High tolerance of frequent switching, reliable performance in cold temperatures. Aluminum+plastic heat sink for 
excellent thermal management. 
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The benefits of G95 led vanity bulb: 
1. These light bulbs deliver a warm atmosphere with soft light, while offering your family cost savings and efficiency.
2. no UV or infrared emissions, relatively cool running performance
3. capability to withstand vibration (no filament), no warm-up time or waiting to switch on and no detrimental effects from
rapid cycling on and off.
4. 2 Year manufacturer backed Warranty
5. durable and ecologically friendly
6. roughly 80% more energy efficient than other bulbs
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